Fingertip Amputation Treatment: A Survey Study
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Finger injuries are common, representing an estimated 3 million emergency department visits per year in the United States, with 44% of these diagnosed as lacerations. Amputations of the finger (partial and complete) in non-work-related accidents alone are estimated at 30,000 per year. The fingertip is a highly specialized structure that contributes to precision function of the hand through tactile feedback and fine motor control as well as hand aesthetics. An injury can compromise a variety of fingertip structures, including the distal phalanx, which provides length and structural support; the fingernail, germinal matrix, and sterile matrix, which protect the fingertip and function as tools; and the volar skin pad, which is important for sensation and fine motor activity.

There is considerable debate regarding optimal management of fingertip amputations, and to date there have been no prospective, randomly controlled trials to guide treatment. Injury characteristics, amputation levels, and patient priorities all contribute to management decisions. Treatment goals are to maintain length when possible; to provide stable, supple, and sensate skin coverage; to ensure the nail plate regrows without complication; and to maintain normal overall finger shape and cosmesis. In addition, a simple, cost-effective treatment with short recovery time and no donor-site morbidity is desired.

Treatment recommendations are wide-ranging, and evidence-based literature is sparse. About 30 years ago, 2 retrospective comparative studies found no difference in outcomes between simpler treatments (primary closure, secondary wound healing) and various operative strategies. Since then, most of the scientific studies have been retrospective noncomparative case series, all reporting good to excellent results. Investigators generally implied superior results of a studied procedure over those of more conservative treatments. Recommended treatments include secondary wound healing, simple flaps, staged flaps, pedicle flaps, allograft and autograft coverage, composite grafting, and replantation, for all levels of fingertip injury.

Given our surgical advances, improved techniques, and accumulating experience, we may have expected better outcomes with newer and more complex reconstructive efforts. Unfortunately, in a recent review of 53 fingertip injuries treated with a reconstructive procedure, bone shortening with closure, or secondary healing, Wang and colleagues found no discernible differences in outcomes at 4.5-year follow-up. They questioned whether complex reconstructive procedures are worth the time, expense, and risk. In the absence of prospective, comparative studies, surgeons must rely on anecdotal evidence (including predominantly level IV evidence), training bias, previous experience, and the prevailing common wisdom.

Toward that end, we became interested in identifying treatment preferences for fingertip amputations. We
conducted a study to better understand how surgeon and patient factors influence the treatment preferences for distal fingertip amputations among a cross section of US and international hand surgeons. We hypothesized that hand surgeons’ treatment preferences would be varied and influenced by surgeon and patient demographics.

**Materials and Methods**

An online multiple-choice survey was created and powered by Constant Contact. The survey consisted of 6 surgeon demographic questions; 5 treatment preference questions regarding patient age, sex, occupation, and germinal matrix management; and 5 clinical scenarios based on Allen levels 2, 3 (with and without exposed distal phalanx), and 4 and volar oblique middle-finger amputations. The Allen classification designates level 2 injuries as those involving only the distal pulp and nail. Level 3 injuries also involve the terminal distal phalanx, and level 4 injuries extend to the lunula. The survey questions are listed in the Appendix. For the clinical scenario questions, treatment choices included wound care, skeletal shortening and closure, composite graft, autograft, allograft, V-Y/Kutler flap, advancement flap, thenar flap, cross-finger flap, pedicle and homodigital flap, replantation, and other.

An email invitation was sent to members of the American Association for Hand Surgery (AAHS). The survey was also submitted to personal contacts of international hand societies named on the AAHS website to expand the international response. A reminder email was sent 1 week after the original invitation. The survey was closed 5 weeks later, and the responses were analyzed with all non-US hand surgeons grouped collectively as an international group, compared with the US group. Institutional review board approval was not needed for this survey study.

**Statistics**

A generalized linear regression model was used to implement logistic regression with random effects for question and respondent. This approach accounts for multiple observations from the same respondent, assuming that both respondent and question are random samples from a larger population. The model estimated the probability that a given surgical approach (eg, skeletal shortening, wound care) would be selected, based on the predictors of the US versus international respondent, time in practice, practice type, and whether the fingertip was available. The model returned adjusted odds ratios (ORs) for each predictor, controlling for all the others. By convention, \( P < .05 \) was considered significant. No attempt was made to prune the model of nonsignificant factors. Analyses were performed using the lme4 package on the R statistical platform (R Foundation for Statistical Computing).

**Results**

One hundred ninety-eight responses were recorded. Of the 1054 AAHS members invited to take the survey, 174 (US, international) responded (17% response rate). One hundred twenty-three responses and 62% of the total
were generated from US hand surgeons. Fifty-eight percent of US responses were from the Mid-South, Midwest, or Mid-Atlantic region. Fifty-seven percent of international responses were from Brazil and Europe. Respondents’ demographic data are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

Responses to the 5 clinical scenarios showed a wide variation in treatment preferences. The top 6 preferred treatment selections for an acute, clean long-finger amputation in a healthy 40-year-old office worker are shown in Figures 1 to 5. When surgeons who preferred replant were asked what they would do if the amputated part was not available, they indicated flap coverage more often than less complex treatments, such as skeletal shortening/primary closure or wound care.
There were statistically significant differences in treatment preferences between US and international hand surgeons when controlling for all other demographic variables. Adjusted ORs and their confidence intervals (CIs) for the aggregate clinical scenarios are presented in a forest plot in Figure 6. Figure 4 shows that US surgeons were more likely to choose wound care (OR, 3.6; \( P < .0004 \)) and less likely to attempt a replant (OR, 0.01; \( P < .0001 \)). US surgeons were also less likely to use a pedicle or homodigital island flap when the amputated fingertip was both available (OR, 0.04; \( P = .039 \)) and unavailable (OR, 0.47; \( Ps = .029 \)).

Among all respondents and across all clinical scenarios, skeletal shortening with closure was favored among hand surgeons in practice less than 5 years compared with those in practice longer (OR, 2.11; 95% CI, 1.36-3.25; \( P = .0008 \)). Similarly, surgeons with more than 30 years of experience were the least likely to favor wound care (OR, 0.2; 95% CI, 0.09-0.93; \( P = .037 \)). Compared with orthopedic surgeons, plastic surgeons opted for wound care less often (OR, 0.44; 95% CI, 0.23-0.98; \( P = .018 \)) and appeared to prefer replantation, but the difference was not statistically significant (OR, 8.86; 95% CI, 0.99-79.61; \( P = .054 \)).

Replantation was less often chosen by private practice versus full-time academic surgeons (OR, 0.09; 95% CI, 0.01-0.91; \( P = .041 \)). Part-time academics were no more or less likely to perform replantation than full-time academics were (OR, 0.52; 95% CI, 0.05-5.41; \( P = .58 \)). Of the 59 respondents who performed more than 10 microvascular cases a year, 18 (31%) chose replant for Allen level 4 amputations. In comparison, 9 (20%) of the 45 respondents who performed fewer than 3 microvascular cases a year chose replant for amputations at this level. Amount of time working with fellows did not affect treatment preferences.

Patient demographics (age, sex, occupation) also played a role in treatment decisions (Table 3). The most significant factors appeared to be age and occupation. Regarding age, 41% of respondents chose more complex procedures for patients younger than 15, and 62% chose less complex procedures for patients older than 70 years. Regarding occupation, 61% chose more complex procedures for professional musicians, and 60% chose less complex procedures for manual laborers. Sex did not influence clinical decisions for 78% of respondents. There was also substantial variation in both the indications for germinal matrix ablation and the frequency of sterile matrix transplant (Table 3).
Discussion

Although there is a variety of treatment options and published treatment guidelines for distal fingertip amputations, few comparative studies support use of one treatment over another. In our experience, treatment decisions are based mainly on injury parameters, but surgeon preference and patient factors (age, sex, occupation) can also influence care. Our goal in this study was to better understand how surgeon and patient factors influence treatment preferences for distal fingertip amputations among a cross section of US and international hand surgeons. Our survey results showed lack of consensus among hand surgeons and highlighted several trends.

As expected, we found a wide range of treatment preferences for each clinical scenario queried, ranging from more simple treatments (eg, wound care) to more complex ones (eg, replantation). With patient parameters (age, profession, finger, acuity, injury type, tissue preservation, smoking status) standardized in the clinical scenarios, the treatment differences noted should reflect surgeon preference. However, other patient factors (eg, cultural differences, religious beliefs, surgeon setting, practice pattern, resource availability) that were not included in the clinical scenarios could also affect treatment preferences.

One particularly interesting finding was that international hand surgeons were 6.8 times more likely to replant a distal fingertip amputation. One possible explanation for this variation is the influence of cultural differences. For example, in East Asian countries, there can be a cultural stigma associated with loss of a fingertip, and therefore more of a desire on the part of the patient to restore the original finger.\textsuperscript{20,21} In addition, the international respondents were biased toward academic practices—which could skew the treatment preference toward replantation, as we found that academic surgeons were more inclined to replantation.

Our finding that replantation was more commonly preferred by academic versus private practice surgeons may suggest a training bias, an affinity for more complex or interesting procedures, or access to hospital equipment and staff, including residents and fellows, not usually found at smaller community hospitals, where private practice surgeons are more commonly based. Jazayeri and colleagues\textsuperscript{22} found that institutions specializing in microsurgery often produced better outcomes than nonspecializing institutions. Therefore, it is not surprising that
private practice hand surgeons may less often opt to replant a distal fingertip amputation. It is also not surprising that plastic surgeons are more inclined to perform a replantation or flap coverage, as their training is more microsurgery-intensive and their practice more focused on aesthetics compared with the other specialists.

Distal fingertip replantation is accepted by most as technically demanding, but it seems that the additional effort and resources would be justified if the procedure provided a superior outcome. However, other factors, such as cost of treatment and length of recovery, should also be considered. Average replantation cost has been estimated to range from $7500 to $14,000, compared with $2800 for non-replantation-related care, and median stay is about 4 days longer for replantation-related care. These estimates do not include indirect costs, such as for postoperative rehabilitation, which is likely longer and more expensive, even in distal fingertip replantation. These disparities may not justify the outcome (of having a complete fingertip) if more conservative treatments yield similar results. In addition, there is the expected failure rate of limb replantation surgery. In analysis of the overall societal costs and benefits of larger upper extremity limb replantation, the loss of invested resources sustained with failed limb replantation may be outweighed by the benefit of another patient having a successful outcome. In the case of fingertip replantation, however, does the undefined benefit of the successful patient outcome outweigh the investment of resources lost in cases of replantation failure? Understandably, there is a need for more robust clinical outcome and cost-comparative evidence to better inform decisions regarding distal fingertip amputation.

We found that wound care and skeletal shortening with primary closure (particularly with Allen level 3 injuries) were preferred more by surgeons within the first 5 years of practice. This finding seems to imply a lack of experience or confidence on the part of younger surgeons performing more complex procedures, such as flap coverage. Conversely, this finding may indicate a shift in treatment principle based on recent literature suggesting equivalent outcomes with simpler procedures. Although our survey study did not provide an option for treatment combinations or staged procedures, several respondents wrote in that skeletal shortening supplemented with various types of autografts and allografts would be their preferred treatment.

Patient factors also play a significant role in clinical decisions. Age and profession seem to be important determinants, with more than 50% of respondents, on average, changing their treatment recommendation based on these 2 factors. A majority of respondents would perform a less involved procedure for a manual laborer, suggesting a quicker return to work is prioritized over a perceived improved clinical outcome. Interestingly, for patients younger than 15 years, the preference was divided, with 41% of surgeons opting for a more complex procedure. This suggests the importance of restoring anatomy in a younger patient, or the perceived decreased risk or failure rate with more involved treatment. Twenty percent preferred a less complex procedure in a younger patient, perhaps relying on the patient’s developmental potential for a good outcome or suggesting a concern for patient intolerance or compliance with complex surgery.

Nail plate regrowth can be a problem with fingertip amputations. Nail deformity is highly correlated with injury level, with amputations proximal to the lunula more likely to cause nail plate deformity. Jebson and colleagues recommended germinal matrix ablation for amputations proximal to the lunula. We found respondents often performed ablations for other indications, including injured or minimal remaining sterile matrix and lack of bony support for the sterile matrix. Forty-six percent of respondents had never performed sterile matrix transplant, which could indicate that they were unfamiliar with the technique or had donor-site concerns, or that postinjury nail deformities are uncommon, well tolerated, or treated along with other procedures, such as germinal matrix ablation.

Several weaknesses of this study must be highlighted. First, our response rate was smaller than desired. Although this work incorporated a large number of surgeon responses, nearly 200, the response rate was only 17%. In
addition, although number of responses was likely adequate to show the diversity of opinion, the preferences and trends reported might not be representative of all hand surgeons. We could not perform a nonresponder analysis because of a lack of specific demographic data for the AAHS and international hand society members. However, AAHS has an approximate 50/50 mix of plastic and orthopedic surgeons, similar to our responder demographic, suggesting our smaller subset of responses might be representative of the whole. According to AAHS, a majority of its members are “academic” hand surgeons, so our results might not adequately reflect the preferences of community hand surgeons and ultimately might overstate the frequency of more complex treatments. Last, our international response was limited to a few countries. A larger, more broadly distributed response would provide a better understanding of regional preferences, which could shed light on the importance of cultural differences.

Variations in patient insurance status were not queried in this survey but might also affect treatment decisions. More involved, costly, and highly reimbursing procedures might be deemed reasonable options for a small perceived clinical benefit for insured patients.

When multiple digits or the thumb is injured, or there are other concomitant injuries, surgeons may alter their choice of intervention. In mangled extremities, preservation of salvageable functional units takes precedence over aesthetics and likely affects choice of treatment for the amputated fingertips. Similarly, multiple fingertip amputations, even if all at the same level, may be differently regarded than a solitary injury.

**Conclusion**

For distal fingertip amputations, there is little evidence supporting one approach over another. Without level I comparative data guiding treatment, anecdotal evidence and surgeon personal preferences likely contribute to the large variation noted in this survey. Our study results showed the disparity of fingertip treatment preferences among a cross section of US and international hand surgeons. More important, results underscored the need for a well-designed comparative study to determine the most effective treatments for distal fingertip amputations.
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